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Jessie Orwell has a secret. He likes a little pain with his pleasure, and he craves the freedom he can only find
in another man’s domination. But that secret has cost him, and now, he no longer dares to indulge in his true
needs.

One night of loneliness and desire makes his path cross with that of Andreas Brandt. For the first time in
years, Jessie trusts a Dom, allowing himself to surrender to Andreas's strength. His faith seems misplaced, as
he soon learns Andreas has a secret of his own. He is a werewolf, and his role is to track down Jessie's best
friend, Gavin.

Andreas is an enforcer, carrying the important duty of ensuring the safety of the werewolf world is protected
from humans. Tasked with finding Saul Simmons and his mysterious human mate, he plans to approach
Jessie for the investigation—only to run into him at a D/s club. One look at the beautiful human, and he
knows his life will never be the same again. He knows he can never let anyone else touch Jessie. Jessie is his,
his lover, his sub, his mate. His everything.

But there are a few more secrets hiding in Jessie's past and eventually in his belly. And Andreas will face a
battle he never expected, to protect his new mate, his new family, and the new precious bond growing
between him and Jessie.
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From Reader Review Knocked Up by His Werewolf Dom for online
ebook

Sherry says

Okay, nope

Sunny says

[decades without a human consciousness?! (hide spoiler)]

Chanty says

Too short. I would have loved to read more. Now the author had to cramp 3 sex scenes in only 80 pages.
While still maintaining an interesting story. I think that was too much for this author. The connection
between the main couple felt rushed. Within a day the couple finds out they are having a baby. They get
attacked by an unlikely source. And some things are never explained (how come Jake is missing an eye, how
come Jessie never shifted before or never noticed anything strange before about his own body, what exactly
are Jessie's powers). But all in all I liked it. Short and sexy with minor niggles. I've read worse.

Kath says

Everything seemed some what fine until the epilogue. I mean seriously there's a good story right there, that is
Will and the Alpha, but nooo, the author skipped that!
No not nice at all.
I'm so curious about the whole giving birth thing and how it was managed and stuff!
One can only hope that it comes eventually...

♥~♥❇ ★~Lyne~★ ❇♥~♥ says

3.5 Stars

I'm really enjoying this series and the MPreg. I gave it an extra star because Master Andreas was just to
yummmy. This book involved two things I love... shifters and BDSM. The scenes between Andreas and
Jessie was very detailed and well written. So well it made a girl want melt all over \(^ v^)/ and squeal.
Looking forward to reading book 3.



Hc says

Without reading the blurb on this, I called it on the storyline with Jessie and dad Will...

Still managed some surprises and now I'm thinking about the addition of a silencer to the new gang..
However STILL no baby.. Gavin is still pregs but the news of Jessie's origins are now known by the whole
family..

Guess for the next book.. Seems obvious to say that Finn will be joining the ranks but what else could I
guess? Time to move on to the next for a blurb check and a book read.

Another like for me.. and while this is a strong bdsm oriented relationship, nothing on the harsh side takes
place.

EDIT:
Upon looking at a few reviews.. Even though I mention Finn as next book (I STILL haven't looked at the
next book) I have to agree with others in that someone's long time reunion was seriously punchy and WHY
is Finn next instead of working out all the old issues? Got me...Epilogue definitely didn't fit with the rest of
the book.

Dee says

[ half werewolf, sibling to Saul and Finn and eldest - yes, eldest, but more on that later - son of Dean (hide
spoiler)]

Leaundra says

3.5 stars...The only thing that I had an issue with this book is that it was BDSM and I honestly don't enjoy
reading it. I wanted to read the second in the series because I enjoyed the first book so much.

Paola says

3.5 Stars ?

This was actually really sweet and passionate ?? For an instant-love they really seemed in love.

ZK says

Very good writing and exemplary buttseck. All looked good till the infamous epilogue. *facepalm*



V says

Nice sequel, some weird things though, for example how many wolves and people can you fit in a bathroom
having a fight? according to this story..quite many. Wow I need to get me a bigger bathroom.

O'Colemain says

I enjoyed the first book in this series so I wanted to enjoy this one more than I did. I have two main issues:
1 - more than half the book was light BDSM sex scenes, which would have been fine but they were not very
well written and I found myself skipping over them to get to the rest of the story
2 - Anya drops this big bomb on us at the end that our MC is in fact 20 yrs older than we thought! and gives
us no explanation as to why or how this is possible. It explains why he was homeschooled (as if we need a
reason) but while I could accept a few years discrepancy in age I need more info for 20 yrs!

Jenni Lea says

The book was good... until the epilogue. Then it went to WTF Land. See Dee's review. It explains the
WTFery way better than I can.

Candice says

I stopped reading BDSM, but I am glad I took a chance on this. This was lite. I am really enjoying this series.

Daesy says

**Grammar**

Before i start with my review, I must admit that i dont like BDSM themed books. D/s relationships dont
interest me, I dont find them sexy, but anyway i went and read this book.

The book starts with Jessie entering a BDSM club. There he hopes to find a Dom able to help him with his
Sub tendencies and kinks. Who he meets is Andreas Brandt, a werewolf investigating on Saul and Gavin.
Jessie doesnt know why but he trusts the man so much he tells him about his past experience with another
Dom. His ex-boyfriend had seemed to care about him till one day at a party he had told to another man he



could have Jessie and use him. Jessie was able to free himself and escape before the other man raped him.
Andreas tells him that all will be ok, that he would naver share him. But i really cant forget when few pages
before this big confession, Andreas made Jessie give him a Bj where other ppl watched them....

Anyway, like all expect they have sex, and soon after Jessie falls asleep. When he wakes up Andras tells him
all about his mission and Jessie feels used, he then decides to leave the werewolf and tell him they just have
to forget about what happened btw them.

Jessie calls Saul Simmons and tells him he must be on guard since there are ppl out there coming for them
and Andreas ' Alpha is trying to start a pack war to take the Simmons territory.

Jessie doesnt expect to find Andreas at his job the next day.The man doesnt want to give up on him, he
doesnt want to forget, and if Jessie is sincere he cant too. Jessie also thinkg that maybe is pregnant but he isnt
sure yet.

When Andreas' collegues attack them and try to kill them, he just cant leave Andreas alone, he wants to fight
with him and when his mate gets hurt he changes into a wolf. Jessie is an half-werewolf. William and Dean
son. Saul and Finn older brother.

They get rescued by Finn that comes just in time before the man holding Jessie puts a knife in his belly.

Jessie rushes to Andreas' side and he is able to heal him. We dont know why or how, but he seems to have
powers....

They all go back together to Finn's father house. The next day (or maybe that afternoon i forgot) Gavin, Saul
and William arrive at the house. We see William and Dean Simmons kiss, and being finally happy. Finn
watches the couples enter the house and feels a bit alone. His brothers have found their mates and now also
his father, but he is still alone.

We know that in the next book Finn will find is HEA too.

I didnt like this book and i almost gave 1 star, but there wasnt rape and the end is good so i tried to ignore the
huge D/S themes for all i could and gave 2 stars.


